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The data surge and classical map services

Are classical map services well suited to cope with the surge?

 Date are organized in layers

 Purpose: mapping and analysis, not sharing

 Origin and use are homogenous, not 

heterogeneous

 Layers are organized in fixed tables, cannot be 

arbitrarily linked

 Links result from:

 Space (overlay) and unique names (key)

 not via semantic relations



1) A web view on (geographic) maps

Linked open data (LOD) Cloud 2015

“Spatial 

things”

Linked (geospatial) data:

- Everything can be linked 

to everything else

- Most things are linked 

to space



How can (we support) historians (in) find(ing) 

(answers in) maps?

Question:

“What was the type of

landcover around Hildesheim

in the 19th century?”

1) Manual search

(through 20.000 maps?)

2) Text field search:

- title: 

(“Gaußsche Landesaufnahme”

“Berghe Ducatus”,...)

- author:

(Gerhard Mercator, ...)

- year of production

(1680, 1839, ...)

-key words: (“topographic map”, 

“Flurkarte”)

Sample from the map repository at ISTG 

(Institute for comparative urban history), 

Münster



How can (we support) historians (in) find(ing) 

(answers in) maps?

Technical challenges:

1) Manual search

(through 20.000 maps?)

2) Text field search:

- title: 

(“Gaußsche Landesaufnahme”

“Berghe Ducatius”,...)

- author:

(Gerhard Mercator, ...)

- year of production

(1680, 1839, ...)

-key words: (“topographic map”,

“Flurkarte”)

Not scalable!

Language?

How to pick the „right“ 

terms? (which correspond 

to the answer?)

How to pick the „right“ 

place/space? („the area 

around Hildesheim“)

How to pick the right time? 

(„19th century“)

There are many 

languages in maps (Latin, ...)!

Placenames are changing! 

Historic maps are distorted and 

lack CRS!

Terms are ambiguous!

There is too much content!

There is nameless content 

(e.g. „landcover around Hildesheim“)!



Formally encoding map contents

Scheider et al 2014: Encoding and Querying Historic Map Content

Map contents can be treated as sets of assertions that can be extracted by looking 

at the map:

In the Semantic Web, 

- nameless content

- wealth of content 

can be addressed by intensionality:

- logical quantification

- blank nodes

In linked data, 

this translates into a 

named graph:



Encoding maps as linked data

For example, the map about Hildesheim 1840:

Document (graph) represents Content graph (:hildesheim)

(describing the map as document) (describing content assertions)



Querying historical map contents

Which maps contain information about ... 



Georeferencing and annotating historic maps

1) Georeferencing

Automatic

calculation

of

- map scale

- map area



Georeferencing and annotating historic maps

2) Describe contents

Automatically

suggested content 

based on map area,

time window

Reuse of external

information recources

(e.g. the state Berg

at Dbpedia)

Different historians

can contribute to

the same map



2) A geographic view on the Web of Data?

(Over and above just loading background maps)



Facetted search with maps (Gfacet)

Gfacet:

Faceted

browser

with Google

map

(Heim, Ertl,

Ziegler 2010)



Spatio-temporal explorative query of linked data

Scheider et al 2016: Exploratory querying of SPARQL endpoints in space and time

http://www.semantic-web-journal.net/system/files/swj947.pdf


Spatio-temporal explorative query of linked data (SPEX)

http://giv-lodum.uni-muenster.de/spex



Maps from the 18 century showing a historical event 

(e.g. the French Revolution)

1: 

Search 

for 

“maps”

2: Zoom to 18th cent.

3: Add map 

content link

4: Content Class:

Event



But: The view on data changes with the analysis context

Raster Map

Scatterplot

Choropleth

Map

Geographical view on DataAmorphous

data,

huge sizes

Trajectory 

Map

How to choose?

How to automate?

Point map



Taking referents, observation context and analysis purposes 

into account

Raster map

Scatterplot

Choropleth

map

Geographical view on data Analysis purposes

Combine values

Compare values

Trajectory 

map
Compare locations

Compare times

Object

Location

Event

Referents

Quality

Linked

data

Measure Support

Point mapObservation

context

Time



A choropleth map and a scatterplot



Taking referents, observation context and analysis purposes 

into account

Scatterplot

Choropleth

map

Geographical view on data Analysis purposes

Combine values

Compare values

Object

Location

Event

Referents

Quality

Linked

data

Measure Support

Observation

context

Time



A trajectory and point map



Taking referents, observation context and analysis purposes 

into account

Geographical view on data Analysis purposes

Object

Location

Event

Referents

Quality

Linked

data

Measure Support

Observation

context

Time

Trajectory 

map
Compare locations

Compare times

Point map



Taking referents, observation context and analysis purposes 

into account

Scheider, Tomko 2016: Knowing whether 

spatio-temporal analysis procedures 

are applicable to data sets



Conclusion

A Web of data view on geographic maps

• Is produced by every geospatial linked data portal

• May help accessing map contents as well as map documents

• Requires generating (named) content graphs

• E.g. based on crowdsourcing

A geographic (map) view on the Web of data

• One fits all solution: Can be realized using maps as facets

• Or by using exploratory spatio-temporal querying

• Challenge: changing the geographic view on data

depending on referents, context and analysis purposes


